
Non-Traditional

Field Day

● Choose 6-8 activities listed below to complete 
throughout the day. 

● Your family may modify as needed. 
● Remember to play fair and have fun!
● Optional: We would love to see photos on our 

School Facebook page!
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Balloon Volley (indoor or outdoor)

Equipment: Balloon or beach ball

Inflate your balloon. throw it up in the air and tap it as 

it comes down.  Keep it from touching the ground. You

may use any part of your body ( feet, elbows, nose, etc.).  Time 

yourself to see how long you can keep it in the air.  You can set 

time goals, and keep trying until you achieve that goal.

● Option: see who can keep their balloon up the longest.
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Cup Stacking (indoor or outdoor)

Equipment: Plastic Cups of similar size

Stack cups into a pyramid as fast as you can. Younger

Students may use 10 or 15 cups. Older students may use

21 or 28 cups or more!

● Option- Challenge someone for the quickest time or the 

largest pyramid

Long Jump (outdoor or large indoor area)

From a standing position, with both feet on the ground, 

jump as far as you can. Use something (chalk, crayon, a

rock, etc) to mark where your heel lands.  Measure the distance 

from your starting point to the place marked. Set a goal, and 

keep trying.

● Option: see who can jump the farthest.



Egg Toss (indoor or outdoor)

Equipment: Raw Egg, water balloon, or plastic egg 

filled with pennies

partners stand arms-length apart, facing each other.  Toss the 

egg to your partner, and have your partner toss it back to you. If 

you have not dropped the egg, each person takes a step 

backwards and toss it again.  Repeat this until the egg has 

dropped.
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Vikings Scavenger Hunt (indoor or outdoor)

go on a scavenger hunt for items in or around your 

home.  Each item must start with a letter in the word 

VIKINGS.  For example:

V-Vault, I-Iceberg, K-Kilt, I-Iceberg, N-Nitrogen, G-Goat, S-SUbmarine

● Option-see who can find the items the quickest

Water Race (Outdoor)

Equipment: 2 buckets, sponge or hand towel, water, 

measuring stick

Fill one bucket with water and measure the level.  Place the 

second bucket a few feet away. Dip the sponge or towel in the 

water and transfer the water to the second bucket. Continue 

until the first bucket is empty. Measure the second bucket to 

see how much water you have and how much was dropped on 

the ground.



50/100 yard dash (outdoor)

Equipment: timer

Mark your start and finish lines 50 yards apart. For 

100 yd dash, begin at the start line, run past the 50 yd 

line, and finish where you started.

● Option-Try the dash 3 times and record your fastest time

Or compete against family members for the fastest runner
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Paper Airplanes (indoor or outdoor)

Equipment: 3 sheets of paper

Make 3 different paper airplanes by folding paper. 

You may not use tape, glue, paper clips, etc. Mark a

starting line and launch your airplanes. See which plane went 

the farthest. You can measure with tape, yardstick, ruler, feet, 

etc.

● Option-compete with family members to see whose plane 

can go the farthest

Ball Jumping Jacks (indoor or outdoor)

Equipment: Ball that can bounce high

Bounce the ball as high as possible. While the ball is in the air do 

as many jumping jacks as you can and then catch the ball 

before it hits the ground.

● Option-Challenge yourself to reach a certain number or 

compete against family members for the highest number.



Frog Hopping (indoor or outdoor)

Measure out 20 feet and mark it. Start in the squatting 
position. Frog hop down to the 20 ft mark and back.

● Option-set a goal for yourself to beat a certain time or race 

family members.
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Fitness Alphabet (indoor or outdoor)

Spell out your name and complete 
the activities.

● Option-Spell out your First, middle, and last name

A- jump 10 times N- pick up a ball without hands
B- spin 5 times o- walk backwards 50 steps
C- hop on 1 foot 5 times p- walk sideways 20 steps
D- run to the nearest door and back q- crawl like  crab 10 steps
E- bear walk 10 times R- crab walk 10 times
F- do 3 cartwheels s- bend & touch toes 20 times
G- do 10 jumping jacks T- pretend to pedal a bike 17
H- do 8 frog hops u- roll a ball with your head
I- balance on left foot for 10 sec. V- flap like a bird 25 times
J- balance on right foot for 10 sec w- Gallop 15 times
K- march like a toy soldier x- jump to the clouds 15 times
L- Pretend to jump rope 12 times y- walk on your knees 10 times
M- do 3 somersaults. Z- do 10 push-ups

Spoon Race (indoor or outdoor)

Equipment: spoons and eggs
Less messy-Plastic eggs, grapes

Hold a spoon in one hand, balance an egg on the spoon. Race a 

distance without letting the egg fall.. If it falls, you must stop 

and pick it up before moving again.

● Option- set a goal time for yourself or race family members


